
Lurante Jika Rig Starter Set
Lurante
Product number: LU-JR001

Jika rig assembly made easy: starter set for 
passionate anglers.

33,87 €
30,49 € * 30,49 €

The Jika rig assembly, also known as the jig rig, originated in Japan. It was originally developed for black 
bass fishing in weedy waters. The simple but ingenious basic assembly consists only of an offset hook, 
which is connected to a lead and a swivel via a snap ring. The loose connection between the individual 
components gives the lure extreme freedom of movement for a particularly tantalising play when twitching 
over the bottom. Another advantage of the rig is that it stretches during the sinking phase, lead and lure are 
then in line and glide carefree through the water plants without getting caught. While the classic Jika rig 
from Japan is fitted with a narrow rod lead, a wide variety of fishing lead variants are now used. 
Our Jika-Rig Starter Set is an all-in-one box for predator fishing for perch, zander and even pike. This means 
that you have everything you need to start predator fishing with the Jika-Rig straight away. When putting 
together the starter set, we have paid attention to quality in every respect. You will not only find premium 
brands in the area of bait, but also components that fit together ideally.

You will find these contents in the box:

1 x 25 m Premium Stroft Fluorocarbon Cord
1 x Pack of 3 Jenzi Jig Rig Drop-Shot Hooks with Pendulum Lead Round 3pcs #2 3.5g
1 x Pack of 3 Jenzi Jig Rig Drop-Shot Hook with Pendulum Lead square 3pcs #2/0 7,0g
5 x Lucky John S-Shad Softbait
6 x 13 Fishing "Churro" Softbait

The following premium brands are included in the set:

Stroft
13 Fishing
Lucky John



Jenzi

All advantages at a glance:

approx. 10% price advantage compared to individual purchase
High-quality coordinated components from premium brands
Contains various artificial lures for immediate fishing
Suitable for beginners

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=0c8180f92296087012f21181cd96d929

